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The themes of the next
issue of Sources will be

Philosphy, Psychology and
Religion.

We realise that these are
three subjects that ideally
should be dealt with
individually. But there are
33 U3A advisers so at three
issues per year it would take
about ten years for each
subject to come around. We
have to group them as best
we can to give more people
the chance to have their
subject aired.

This issue will appear in
September and will be the
50th issue marking the 15th
anniversary of our edu-
cational journal.

During that time there
have been several editors.
Perhaps the most influential
was my predecessor Mike
Williams who sadly died
last December aged 75.

He was editor for five
years and was most helpful
to me after recommending
me for the job.

We met several times and

In my view
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he was always interested
about the way Sources was
progressing.

His dedication to the U3A
movement was total and he
was involved in some high-
profile and innovative
projects. His achievments
will be hard to surpass.

The contents of this
edition demonstrate the
immense talent of our
image makers.

Editor

In the next issue

How to receive Sources

Feedback

I received a few dozen
remarkable pictures but
could find space for only a
fraction.

Finally my thanks go to
the organisers of the North
West Region AGM in
Chester Cathedral. I was
pleased to accept their
invitation to speak to a
gathering of would-be
journalists and we had a
Happy Hour together.

The themes  of the next issue in Sept 2013 (No 50) will

be Philosophy, Psychology & Religion. For Issue No 51 in

January 2014 the focus will be on Languages
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The Photography Network

An example can be seen via this link:
http://tinyurl.com/cvnombk
This shows one way of

using the Liquify filter
tool.

These ideas have been
collected during the past
few years and put on the
website that I direct
inquirers to.

If you do not have a photography
group or the existing one is full then you
can start one yourself.

If you have no idea how to go about
this then you can contact me. National
Office has start up leaflets too.

Help is also available from the U3A
Resources Centre and from Sources
magazine.

Remember that expertise in your
subject is not needed in most topics. No
qualifications are required – just your
enthusiasm.
Peter Read: 01722 501218
peterjread@ntlworld.com
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I
have run this Network for some years
now and it has settled into a nice
rhythm. When I get queries from

U3A ‘would-be photography group
leaders’ I direct them to a website that
has been specially written to guide them.

There have been additions from other
U3A group leaders who have a different
interpretation to what they consider
important. Go to:
http://salisburyu3a.org.uk/U3ADI/index.html

Beside this I run four photography
classes locally. My wife and I run the
Using Your Camera class in the summer
months when we can go out and about.

We teach the basics of modern cameras
such as the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) or film speed. This
facility always surprises members.

Composition is the other aspect that we
teach which is beyond the technicalities
of cameras. To do this we set objectives
to follow during an outing.

The members who come to this class
usually have small compact cameras.
These can easily produce excellent prints
up to A3 in size. Most members will only
print to A4.

The other three classes are for post
production or how to use Photoshop
Elements. The way we have chosen to
teach the use of these manipulation
programs is to show by means of a
technique or an idea.

So for say, brightening the image we
show a technique that could be used.
This has grown into quite a large body of
work.

I have now made several videos that I
have posted on YouTube to demonstrate
an idea for our students. These seem to
go down well. 

Peter Read

Photography Subject

Adviser
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A
few years ago I submitted an
article to Sources describing how
my love of films – and a wish to

share that interest – had led to the
formation of the Ilkley U3A Film Group.

The initial attendance of about a dozen
has expanded tenfold during the last
eight years, reflecting the interest in film
as part of our cultural heritage (not
forgetting that it is a wonderful source of
entertainment).

Two years ago I became National Film
Group Adviser and as you may have read
in Third Age Matters, appealed to other
Film Group leaders to contact me. I have
had more than 70 responses, indicating
that film viewing, discussion and even
(in the case of Christchurch U3A) film-
making, are increasingly popular.

I know that some of you gather in
members’ houses to view a DVD on TV;

others arrange to watch a film at a local
cinema and discuss it afterwards; and
others hire a room to show a film using a
DVD player and digital projector.

Small groups therefore, do not have to
spend a lot initially and even the
projection option is easier than before
because prices of equipment reduce and
most U3As have projectors which could
be shared. 

I have set up a network e-mail list to
circulate information. This includes
details of any film courses that I may be
aware of: the National U3A Summer
Schools; residential courses at colleges;
and details of any other leaders who are
offering help with talks or are willing to
pass on or lend DVDs.

How privileged we are that, through
modern technology, the old classic films
are being restored and preserved and we
can rent or buy them cheaply.

When I was young, if I missed a film at
my local cinema, I might never have a
chance to see it again. Now I can see
most of the old films, either revisiting
them or viewing them for the first time.

The well of material is deep and I don’t
feel that I am showing films now that are
any less worthwhile or enjoyable than
those that I chose eight years ago.

My group members and I are regularly
being reminded of how much wonderful
material there is out there.
johnsonsilkley@blueyonder.co.uk

Film  Group  Boom
Mike Johnson

Film Network Adviser
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We l w y n/ H a t f i e l d
U3A Photographic

group has a flourishing
membership of around
30. It is split into three
groups: the founders, experienced with
cameras and processing but sometimes
finding it difficult to adapt to the digital
age; newer members who have
developed an interest in photography
since acquiring a digital camera, who are
exploring computer enhancement, often
with ‘point and shoot’ cameras; and those
who have crossed the divide into the
computer age and have photographic
knowledge.

With this information at hand it was
obvious that each group could help and
be helped if the knowledge were to be
shared. We have an excellent hall for our
fortnightly meetings and the use of our
U3A digital projector and laptop
computer complete with Photoshop
Elements 11.

We realised our knowledge was not
being fully utilised because there was
little structure to our meetings. So we
began with a plan for each meeting:

something to learn or share
show photographs on a theme
practical camera use 
a problem corner where members 
could get one-to-one help

We found after a term that this was a
good format for our group but rather
haphazard, so we made the programme
more themed. We filled in a survey with
our subject interests, and what we would
like to achieve in Photoshop or similar
programs.

We discovered that 100% of our
membership was interested in landscape
photography and keen to learn about
methods of computer enhancement even
if they did not expect to use them. 

Therefore this term the theme is
‘Landscape’.  One of our members chose
a DVD from the Resource Centre on
Landscape Photography, which was
excellent and inspirational and started off
the theme with a bang.  

The following meeting was on
Composition with various landscape
photographs being shown. Some used the
‘Rule of Thirds’, others defied the rule.
Some were dramatic, others peaceful,

and comments were invited. This
provoked lively discussion and
differences of opinion. 

At our next meeting we had an
excellent talk and a demonstration on
stitching panoramas using Photoshop
Elements and on using a scanner to
convert prints and negatives to digital.

We had another helpful talk and demo
at the next meeting on correcting
converging verticals and parallels using
several different methods in Photoshop
Elements.

At the penultimate meeting we
prepared an exhibition of our work for
our U3A ‘Meet the Groups’ meeting.

We finished up the term with a fun
competition Landscape with Tree or
Trees, with each member submitting one
or two prints and choosing his or her 1st,
2nd and 3rd favourite, the winner being
the picture with the most points.   

At each meeting we have time after the
coffee break to show photographs on a
theme. This term we had set titles: The
Spirit of Christmas, A Day in My Life,
London landscapes (after a group visit to
the London Eye), an Enhanced
Photograph (with original), Stitched
Panoramas, and finally Ten Favourite
Pictures. Having several photographs on
a theme encourages members to edit
their choices, be more discriminating and
promote discussion.

Members with special knowledge or
skills have given short demonstrations

and talks, and these have been well
prepared and enthusiastically received.

Next term the theme will be Nature
and we are having a similar format for
each meeting: a learning session, a
showing time, and a practical session,
with a problem corner for help.

We are also introducing a short Find
Your Way Round Photoshop demo. We
find the majority of members use only a
limited number of tools and would
welcome hearing about others.

Members can also join the group
outings to places such as Whipsnade Zoo
and Shuttleworth Birds of Prey Centre.

We now have several new enthusiastic
members who are contributing well to
the meetings. Everyone seems happy to
share knowledge and we have excellent,
interesting sessions and well-attended
meetings. The atmosphere is friendly,
and nobody – even the least experienced
among us – is frightened to offer an
opinion or make a point.

After each meeting, members receive a
newsletter by email.

Anita Hoyle

Welwyn/Hatfield U3A
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It started with a

statement by my wife: “It’s

time you went digital.”

M
y obvious reply was that film
was far better. But the
experience of camera and

printer producing something that I hadn’t
intended settled the matter.

Forthwith digital was launched in my
household. The immediate need was a
new camera and computer but too much
knowledge was required too quickly. My
first reaction after using the camera was:
‘What was all the fuss about? This is
easy. You just press the button!’

A closer examination showed a vast
difference between my pictures and those
of my artistic wife. The answer was to join
a U3A camera group to recognise the
elements of a good picture.

A year or two later, having managed to
understand the computer, I was still
struggling to produce that significant
photo. Then the club was faced with the
bombshell that our leader needed a rest.

And so it was agreed that I would lead
the group. Discussions with other
members showed that the appetite for
lecture type meetings was low, but the
desire to do better and understand the
controls and software were high.

A meeting place was found with a
garden, a well-lit hall, tea making
facilities, comfortable chairs, plenty of
power points for the computers, and a
digital projector to view our efforts on a
big screen. Also, it is important to have a
bunch of enthusiastic helpers to run the
whole shebang.

Each meeting is run as a workshop. I
set a problem related to a feature of the
modern digital camera and for an hour
members try to capture an image to their
satisfaction on their cameras.

We then objectively view our work
with a computer and projector. To spice
things up we have a couple of
competitions each month. Members  are
given a photographic challenge to take a
picture of the local area.

The results are judged by the members
and voting shown by the depositing of a
coin under the image of their choice. The

monies collected are given to a local
charity and the winners celebrated by
popular acclaim.

Typical subjects are: 

A fashion show (to explore flash)
An abstract competition (to explore 
our ability to see beyond the lens)

A water droplet workshop (to explore
high speed photography)

A cyclist riding (to explore 
movement and spatial problems)

Portrait photography (to explore 
close ups and lens distortion)

The list is endless, the point being not
to lecture on features of cameras but to
give members an opportunity to find the
capabilities of their camera.

With 30+ members at most meetings
we are bound to find others with similar
cameras where the sum of knowledge
amongst all present is often enough to
answer most problems.

There are times when we need to
improve our images before presentation
when we review the last month’s work at
the next meeting.

Members come with a Storage Device
or similar card ready with their finished
image for the big screen. It is important
that the card holds only one image. Have
you ever tried viewing 35 cards full of
pictures to find just one?

When funds allow we purchase some

simple items such as small portable
lights and reflectors. Last year we
produced a calendar made from prize-
winning photographs and e-mailed it to
members as a PDF. This method reduced
the costs to a printing task on their own
computer, the costs involved using a
printing firm being prohibitive.

This is offered as one way of dealing
with a large subject that could expand
endlessly. If a picture is well composed
and catches the eye then the feeling of
success encourages future efforts. You
now have the ability to be more selective
thereby saving valuable storage space.

If the desire is to improve your
composition, why not study an artist’s
work?
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The Camera ClubLaurie Tubb

Arun U3A

Arundel Cathedral

The Fashion Show
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T
he photogroup at Redbridge U3A
is small, limited by the constraints
of meetings in a domestic setting.

Members vary in their technical
experience from 60 years darkroom
practice to novice, and some in between.

We have discussed the difficulties this
raises for programming, but the group
does not want to split.

We occasionally go into technical
areas and the expertise is generously
shared, but mainly we go to exhibitions
or on photoshoots to find activities which
offer common ground. 

And so it was that we visited Somerset
House for A Question of Colour featuring
ten Cartier-Bresson photographs, never
before exhibited in the UK, alongside
more than 75 works by 14 internationally
acclaimed photographers.

Cartier-Bresson preferred to shoot in
black and white, aiming to open the
shutter at the ‘decisive moment’ and
limiting his visual field to the bare
essentials, just sufficient to tell the story
or create the mystery. He did not trust the
technology of commercial colour of the
’50s and he felt that colour distracted
from the truth.

We were told in the blurb that
photographers around the world have
adapted his approach to their colour
photography, but the comparisons were
tenuous. The colour photographs were
far bigger than the Cartier-Bressons, and
their stories less subtle. Clearly, many of
the decisive moments had been staged.

There was so much to enjoy in this fine
exhibition, but I came away with the
question: Does colour detract from the
critical moment? Does colour obscure
the truth?

We were to discuss the exhibition at
our next meeting… but the questions
would not go away. I decided to conduct
an experiment.

My photography is intuitive. If I see
something that I think would make a
good picture I take it.

Unless conditions dictate otherwise I
tend to shoot on ‘automatic’. I find
modern cameras are reliable judges and I
know from experience that it is so easy to
miss the critical moment while making
the appropriate adjustment.

I rarely photograph people and then

only from a distance. I am attracted by
patterns and I like abstracts such as those
created by reflections.

I took a selection of my photographs
from a range of subject matter, copied
them into a folder and then converted
them to black and white...

(Photoshop 6: image/adjust/desaturate)
...retaining the originals alongside. In

some cases it was then appropriate to
adjust the levels to achieve better tonal
rendition of the B/W pictures. 

The exhibition had created a great deal
of interest. There were several reviews
on the internet and these were well
illustrated by examples – a useful
resource to remind us of the exhibits
when we met three weeks later.

We discussed the exhibition and found
we shared the same criticisms. Was the
master incapable of moving on beyond
the legendary style he had established
before colour was available?

Were his disciples, contemporary and
more recent, adapting his techniques to
the new medium? We weren’t convinced.

We then viewed the experimental
pairs, looking only at the differences that
colour had made. With pictures that were
based on a strong design the colour did
not matter, but there were the almost-

monochromes where
the barely discernible
colour did contribute.

However, and with
a single exception,
those pictures which
attempted to capture
the moment fared
better in black and
white.

Perhaps the master was right. Perhaps
if he had dealt more with reportage or the
timeless theme of design he might have
had more patience with colour.

The exception was my picture of three
darkly-clad characters walking along a
shopping mall in front of a large
colourful design masking a shop front
yet to be fitted (above).

I had thought that the man reading the
newspaper was wearing a balaclava. On
closer examination, he has a dark skin
but his spectacle frames are highly
coloured – a perfect match to the
backdrop.

The ‘decisive moment’ requires a
measure of patience and skill – but a bit
of luck is not to be scorned.
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Hugh Noble : Redbridge U3A
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T
oday, everyman and his dog has a
camera. If not a high-end SLR,
then a small compact one or a

mobile phone capable of taking good
pictures.

For me, the fun in photography is in
taking pictures not about discussing focal
lengths, shutter speeds and ISO values –
it’s getting out there and doing it.

It doesn’t matter if you are a budding
David Bailey or a rank amateur. With
even the cheapest of cameras decent
photographs can be captured easily. With
a little bit of help from Photoshop (and a
good U3A group) such pictures can be
turned into great images.

Visits to photography exhibitions held
in local libraries, art galleries, museums
and universities can give you some great
ideas of subjects to take pictures of and
the standard to aim for.

A lot can be learnt about exposure,
light and composition just by looking at
other people’s work. Mounts and frames
used in the exhibitions will show you
how to set your photographs off. I
guarantee you will look at some of the
photographs and say: ‘I can do better.’

Our group leader Bruce Evans runs
projects that utilise the skills he shows
us. These range from taking pictures of
running water – more difficult than you
think to make it look interesting; night
photography; portraiture and landscapes
(urban and country); plus other subjects.

Each member submits around eight
images for each project and we set an
afternoon apart to talk about them and
look at how, using Photoshop, they could
be improved. Learning by doing so to
speak, focusing (groan!) on one aspect of
photography at a time.

We arrange field trips to shoot pictures
in interesting locations, sometimes to
help other organisations. We took
photographs of St Chads Church in
Stafford, the oldest building in the town
and they now hang in pride of place in
the church.

We were also asked by the Assault
Glider Trust which preserves gliders
used in World War Two to supply them
with photographs for their website.

Our next project is to help The
Barracks Trust in Newcastle under Lyme
to create a set of pictures of their historic
building. These will be archived in the

Newcastle Museum (having been
exhibited first in the Art Gallery) to be
viewed by future generations.

Projects such as these will lend
purpose to your photography and help to
publicise your group and U3A.

We invite guest speakers to attend our
meetings. These range from local
professional photographers who show us
their work and explain their techniques,
to photographers who specialise in
lecturing on the subject. Many are
willing to do this for free.

Google Photographers (followed by
the name of your location) and you will
be amazed by how many prospects it
throws up.

Lecturers sometimes make a small
charge. They can be found by searching
the internet for local photography clubs.
They may publicise on their websites a
calendar of their events.

This will give you some ideas for your
group and throw up the names of the
lecturers they have booked for their
clubs. Google will help you to find their
e-mail addresses and telephone numbers.

Last year a Scene of Crimes Police

Officer visited our group and explained
some of the difficulties of taking
photographs at a crime scene and their
legal implications.

This year, we are visiting the
Staffordshire Fire and Rescue HQ to
photograph their training exercises.

And it doesn’t stop there.
Talk to colleges and universities which

run photography courses – they are often
willing to engage with U3A groups. We
visited a local college where we were
shown students’ work and their
equipment, which included studio
lighting and dark room equipment.

A demonstration was arranged for us in
the techniques of developing film and we
were allowed to have a go. A bit messy
compared to digital images, but
interesting.

Emeritus Professor Ray Johnson MBE
of Staffordshire University, who is also
the creator and curator of The
Staffordshire Film Archive, spent an
afternoon with us talking about how to
create interesting and professional
looking videos. For free! 

It doesn’t get any better than that.
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Malcolm Peake

Stone & District U3A

Stone U3A Picture Group on location
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T
he latest news in the Resource Centre is the installation
of a new library system which will be operational by
June. We have been using the same system since the

Resource Centre was set up in 1998. Technology has moved
on so much so we are quite excited about the new system.

It has a purpose-built, online catalogue and I hope you will
find it more user-friendly, with better information on our
stock. There is scope for us to include more details of our
resources but as this information was not in our old system it
is likely that we will have to manually update much of it, and
this will take some time so please bear with us.

Our Photography resources are quite popular.
We have around 40 items, mostly DVDs with some videos.

Many of these focus on how to take photographs and use
digital cameras.

The DVD by Philip Dunn: Better Photography – Light and
Composition has proved useful so we have added another by
him: Better Photography – Portraits in Natural Light.
Another addition is: Guide to Basic Lighting and Portraiture
with Rick Sammon, an American photographer. 

We have some items on the history of cinema and film and
have recently replaced one of the videos: Early Cinema –
Primitives and Pioneers, with a DVD copy. Also just
acquired are: The Story Of Film: An Odyssey by Mark
Cousins, an epic production spread over five discs first
shown on TV; Before the Nickelodeon, the Early Cinema of
Edwin S Porter; and Visions of Light: The Art of
Cinematography.  As ever, please contact us if you would like
our Photography or Film/Cinema Lists.  

This year is the Bicentenary of Verdi so we have added a
few more of his operas to our stock: Alzira, I Masnadieri, La
Battaglia de Legnano, and Un Giorno di Regno.

Also just purchased are Don Quichotte by Massenet, and
Das Labyrinth. The latter is billed as Part Two of Mozart’s
Magic Flute because Schikaneder, who wrote the libretto,
also wrote a sequel to the story. This production is that sequel
with music by Peter von Winter, recorded in 2012 at the
Salzburg Festival.

I leave it to our opera groups to decide if there is good
reason why this work has rarely been performed and largely
forgotten. In ballet we have a new DVD of La Sylphide and
Flower Festival in Genzano, and we will be adding a few
more soon.

In Philosophy we have acquired a new seven-part series of
DVDs, Great Ideas of Philosophy. The titles are: Aesthetics –
Philosophy of the Arts, Analytic Philosophy, Classical Greek
Philosophy, Continental Philosophy, Ethics – What is Right?,
Metaphysics – What is There?, and Philosophy of Mind.

We had hoped to update the BBC Men of Ideas video series
on DVD but the BBC no longer has these programmes.

I recently bought some other titles from the BBC and we
now have the series: The Shock of the New (Modern Art), and
Renaissance on DVD, as well as Art of Russia; Treasures of
Ancient Rome; Visions of the Future, a three-part series on
where technology may take us; and Medieval Maps – Mappa
Mundi.

Art titles also added are Brian Sewell’s Grand Tour of
Italy, and DVDs on Salvador Dali, Paul Delvaux, William
Dobson (The Lost Genius of Baroque), Olafur Eliason,
Manet, Rembrandt, Sickert vs Sargent, Titian, Turner and Van
Gogh. In History we have the series: Ancient Discoveries –
Uncovering History; and Rulers of the Ancient World, and
DVDs: The Battle of Towton 1461; and Dark Ages – The
Viking Invasion of Wessex 878 AD. 

More unusual new stock includes: The 2000-year-old
Computer – Decoding the Antikythera Mechanism; Belly
Dance Basics and Beyond; Learn Bridge and Play Modern
Bridge by Andrew Robson; The Complete Guide to Metal
Detecting; and Shallow Water Hunting Explained.

Please contact us for further information or subject lists for
your group.
Susan Radford
Resource Centre Manager
The Third Age Trust
19 East Street, Bromley, Kent BR 1QE
Tel: 020 8315 0199
resource.centre@u3a.org.uk
Open Mon-Thurs 9.30am – 4pm
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The latest acquisitions

from manager 
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I
was delighted when Jennifer Anning, National Contact for
Shared Learning projects, invited me to write the SLP
Update for this edition of Sources. She explained that the

occasional contribution from the regions helps to dispel the
erroneous impression held by some, that nothing exciting goes
on outside London. With luck, I am, as contact for one of U3A’s
smallest regions, about to put the records straight. 

We have been enthusiastic about Shared Learning ever since
we launched our projects in 2005 with the Ulster Museum
Belfast on Local Artists and the Provenance of Meteorites.

Since then our association with the Centre for Migration
Studies in Omagh, culminating in a day-long conference on
reminiscences, has spawned several enthusiastic U3A
reminiscence groups.

In addition, our work with the Somme Museum in
Newtownards, including the plight of Gibraltarians
compulsorily evacuated to Northern Ireland during WWII,
resulted in nationwide U3A interest, an exhibition, and a five-
day visit to Gibraltar this summer for Grace, the researcher
working on this subject.

What about current projects? There are two in progress – both
exciting and breaking new ground. The first is Bagenal’s Castle
that will be recorded in a coming Sources report.

In 1591, Mabel Bagenal, sister of Sir Henry, Marshal of
Queen Elizabeth’s army in Ireland, eloped with and married the
Great Hugh O’Neill, Earl of Tyrone and leader of the opposing
Irish forces. The marriage was not happy but the story has given
us an insight into a little known period of Irish history which
helps to explain present day attitudes.

We aim to produce an education pack comprising 12 colourful
worksheets on seven related topics, finishing with Hugh’s flight
from Ireland, known as The Flight of the Earls. 

He ended up in Rome, unfortunately never to return.
A teachers’ booklet will accompany the pack, which will be

presented in June in the banqueting hall of the castle, now the
Newry Museum. We intend it to be used by 12 to 13-year-old
school children from Northern Ireland who visit the castle every
year, in the hope that the study of this material will engender a
better understanding of past events in our history, and how they
are reflected in some present-day attitudes in Ulster society

To rouse the children’s interest, North Down member Charlie
has written an amusing play in rhyming couplets to be included
in the pack and performed by U3A members at the presentation.
Newry members are working on an illustrated Elizabethan Trail
of the area surrounding the town to be used with the pack.

The second project is based on the life of Vere Foster, a 19th
century Irish philanthropist who gave up his diplomatic career
to return to Ireland and help his less fortunate fellow-
countrymen. His family seat was in Ardee in County Louth and
the topic has caught the imagination of members in four U3As
in Northern Ireland and our equivalent organisation in the
South, Active Retirement Ireland.

This group of about 12 people is working to produce an e-
book comprising some of the more human and appealing stories
of Vere Foster’s long and eventful life. People of a certain age
on both sides of the border remember his copybooks (he was a
great educationalist) with a mixture of dread and affection. 

One of the biggest problems I have had in my eight years as
an SLP contact is to persuade others that I am not the only
person who can run a project. My role is to direct, advise and
encourage others to do this themselves. I think I may be
winning at last. Hooray! With the Vere-Foster project someone
(Sheila Magee) has at last followed this lead. I hope that this
excellent trend will continue.
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Joyce Gibson

SLP Contact Northern Ireland

Photographing birds
Margaret Adamson: North Down and Ards U3A 
I am a bird watcher who likes to photograph birds.
Recently I decided to make a BLOG and
it has been an uphill learning curve and
one that I am still struggling with. Help! 

Perhaps members would like to look at
it, there are many photographs taken
during the past few months.

It would be lovely to hear from you,
perhaps you could pass this information
on to a nature lover, or perhaps you would like to become
follower of the blog.

During the past two months I have been delighted that
people from 36 countries have looked at my blog covering
the world continents. Quite a number have responded
with encouraging comments.  
www.birdingforpleasure.blogspot.com
margaretadamson@mail.com

Mandarin Duck
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S
outh West London has four U3As
based in the boroughs of Kingston,
Merton, Richmond and Wandsworth.

This year we have collaborated for the first time in a Shared
Learning Project.

The aim was to produce a brochure for our members
containing information on ideas for days out in the area. We are
lucky here in this part of London.

There are some of the most famous visitor sites in England:
the fabulous Hampton Court Palace; the World Heritage Site of
Kew Gardens; the National Trust property of Ham House; and
the amazing London Wetlands Centre where bitterns boom in
sight of the tower blocks of Hammersmith and Fulham.

As well as these well-documented and publicised sites we
have numerous other places to visit within easy bus or train
rides. We wanted to provide information for a range of our
members, from those who are active and enjoy walking or
cycling, to those who might be accompanied by small
grandchildren or disabled friends. We were keen to find out
about some of the lesser known sites of interest. 

The shared learning team of 15 had a reasonable knowledge
of some parts of SW London, but not one had been to all the
places we visited. Most of us had lived in the area for much of
our working lives but had tended to use the centre of London,
the West End, and the South Bank as much as our immediate
neighbourhood. But as we got out and about and looked at
places through the eyes of others we realised how much more
there was to our diverse area.

London  has always been a mixture of different ‘villages’ and
we enjoyed viewing them in more detail. We knew that
Battersea (home to the Festival of Britain in one of its parks by
the side of the Thames) has a rapidly changing social structure;
that Richmond, once the site of the magnificent Richmond
Palace – home of the Tudors, still had remnants of the old
building; that Kingston is the Coronation site of seven kings of
England as well as an excellent modern shopping centre; and
that Wimbledon, famous for its tennis, has a Common for young
children to go tree climbing, kite flying and hunting Wombles. 

We visited big historic houses and small delightful villages
becoming intrigued by the lovely listed buildings of Hampton
and Twickenham riverside.

We discovered the industrial history of the little River
Wandle, once the most industrialised river for its size in Europe.
We rediscovered the old mills of William Morris and Liberty’s.

We got to know another side of Wimbledon village that the
Federer and Murray fans see nothing of, and only a stone’s
throw away from the All England courts.

Despite the urban and suburban development throughout the
centuries, there remain vast stretches of common land and
parkland where everyone is free to roam. Richmond Park,
Bushy Park (two of the Royal Parks) together with Wimbledon
Common allowed us to develop walks and cycle trails for the
active members. And of course, flowing alongside all of this is
the River Thames with its ever changing views and its history.

The more we wandered, the more we appreciated the riches
around us. This is something we need to do wherever we live. It
gives us the stimulus to investigate our heritage and get to know
more about our history. It gives us a good excuse to take more
exercise and provides us with the chance to have a memorable
day out with friends or family. 

We are hoping our brochure will show the enthusiasm we
gained for our home area. In this way the local U3A members
will read and become keen to get out and enjoy it as we did.

We hope there will be a good take up of our brochure in our
respective U3A groups. We intend to sell them at a reasonable
price. Perhaps we may go into a re run. There is still more to
visit. We did not exhaust the possibilities. Perhaps another
edition is in the future.

We understand that several other U3A groups have done
similar exercises.

Susan Leigh : Wandsworth U3A

A Shared Learning Project

Deer in Richmond Park

Strawberry Hill House



I
run a local history group within Bognor Regis U3A which is
of special interest to newcomers to the area. Shirley Lewis
and I were asked by our publishers the History Press to write

about holidays in the 1950s by obtaining people’s memories.
There was an obvious source – Bognor Regis U3A members

who visited for their holidays and perhaps retired here. As a
Group Coordinator I had seen documentation for a Shared
Learning Project and with the help of Jennifer Anning I set up
and led this project.

We contacted local and South of England U3As to ask if their
members could contribute. Our aim was to improve awareness
of our town’s history and encourage further research.

We had our first meeting and planned a 12-week period of
research. The initial group of 12 dwindled to seven due to health
and time restrictions and these seven formed working groups.

Two members, Anne Barrow and Josie Landolt used the
research room in the Bognor Regis Local History Museum to
search for images in their archive, and Josie also became
involved in typing up a timeline of the decade.

Anne Barrow made contact with a gentleman of 85 who, in
the 1950s, sang in a military band in the town. When Anne
contacted him he nearly bit her hand off, replying within two
hours. He has so enjoyed sharing his memories.

Three of the group, Richard Jeffery, Tim Eade and Rodney
Lees searched the two local newspapers held at the West Sussex
Record Archives in Chichester. Their results are being
incorporated into the timeline and used for specific details.

Helen Krarup has been involved in a series of Oral Histories
with various locals and retirees to the area who have been
remembering their time in the town as children in the 1950s.

Responses were received from U3A members across the
South of England who readily shared their memories and sent
‘holiday snaps’ which were much appreciated.

Shirley Lewis has been researching local people’s memories,
whilst checking the 1950s within the town to ensure the
information is correct – time can sometimes blur our memories.

I placed letters in newspapers which resulted in several
contributions – one coming from Australia from an ex-Bognor
Regis resident via an online newspaper.

Lessons have been learnt during this project. With hindsight

12 weeks was impossible due to members’
commitments and the availability of those we
wished to interview. It has taken six months
due to holidays, Christmas and the busy lives
of U3A members.

Sometimes little seeds can grow and some of
our members are now volunteering at the local
museum. Under the learning banner, several of the group now
understand or have learnt new skills. These were in oral history
and using computers in the Local History Museum, researching
in archives and leading groups.

I learnt with help from our Chairman Jill Wellman, how to
provide a final PowerPoint Presentation which I gave to 120
members of the Bognor Regis U3A.

Josie Landolt said: ‘The presentation was fascinating and
gave me an insight into the people and places that have
historically been part of, and have shaped the town. I have
enjoyed collaborating with the organisers and volunteers and it
has been a privilege to be involved in this interesting and
valuable project.’

Anne Barrow said: ‘One of the things we discovered during
our time in the museum was what a lively place Bognor Regis
was then: the theatres, dance halls, cafes, concerts, beach
entertainment. Thousands packed the beach, hired deckchairs,
watched organised beach games, bought ice creams and strolled
along the prom in their best clothes. Then in the evening they
went to see plays and concerts and danced to big bands.

‘It was a cool place to visit!’
This project will culminate with the information collected

into a single file for the Bognor Regis Local History Museum
under the heading of Bognor Regis U3A. The information will
be published by the History Press in 2014 in which those
involved and contributors will be acknowledged.

Our initial aim will have been achieved. Members have
enjoyed the challenge and above all I believe we had fun.
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Sylvia Endacott : Bognor Regis U3A

A Shared Learning Project

Rodney Lees researching the Bognor Regis Observer
in the West Sussex Record Office, Chichester

l-r: Shirley Lewis, Richard Jefferies and Anne Barrow
in the research room of the Bognor Regis History Museum
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M
embers of the Harwich Peninsula U3A History Group
and the Harwich Electric Palace Cinema set up a
shared learning project in 2012 to research the history

of cinema architecture and film.
The Electric Palace cinema in Harwich is an integral part of

our community and people come from far and wide to watch
films, listen to jazz and see live shows.

The cinema was completed in 18 weeks at a cost of £1,500
and opened on 29 November 1911. It was a: ‘Picture Palace
thoroughly up to date’ reported the newspaper, and open to all.
The shilling ticket cost was about the same as for a dozen eggs.

Its heyday was from 1914-1945 and its decline dated from
1945 and continued until 1956. Its rescue took place from 1972-
1981 championed by Gordon Miller. It was reborn in 1981 and
celebrated its 70th anniversary in 2011.

We enjoyed working with members of the group together
with Electric Palace Chairman Chris Strachan, and two other
associate members of the team. Its past patrons include Sir John
Betjeman, John Huntley and its present patron is actor Clive
Owen. The project was much to our mutual benefit.

Funding was a problem and indeed, at one point we feared
that we would have to abandon the project. The cinema is a
charity and couldn’t contribute to the costs we were incurring.
However, we overcame these difficulties by arranging a lunch
with a guest speaker for which we charged, and we held a raffle
and sold tickets for the presentation of the report.

The topics we researched:

The coming of sound to cinema
Architecture of the Electric Palaces
Separate cinema
Posters
The Archers  (1940s independent film Production Co)
Film produced in WWII
Film music

The local population was swollen by Army and Navy
personnel stationed in Harwich during WWI. Harwich became
a fortress town and its residents issued with identity cards.
Military personnel would have visited the Electric Palace for
entertainment. Such was the popularity of the cinema that plans
to add a balcony were abandoned because of the reluctance to
close it even briefly.

“Wait a minute, you ain’t heard nothing’ yet.” was the first
immortal line uttered by Al Jolson in the movie The Jazz Singer
in October 1927, causing a sensation when Jolson and other
members of the cast were heard to speak.

‘Electric Palace’ became the buzz word for other electric
cinemas and picture palaces which sprang up all over the
country.

The Birth of a Nation is a drama focusing on the Old South,
the Civil War and the Reconstruction Era. Black soldiers

Project Leader

Sheena Parsons : Harwich U3A
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U3A Joint Shared Learning Project

returning home from war realized that the freedom they had
gained for others did not apply to them at home.

The poster above attracted customers to the cinema. Early
film posters were not often saved and either returned or used for
other things. There is a story of a butcher in America wrapping
his meat in them – but there is still in existence a vast number
to choose from.

Powell and Pressburgher – The Archers production company
was formed in 1943, working with  a group of regular cast and
crew members on films during the next 12 years. Their films
include Black Narcissus, The Life and Death of Colonel Blimp,
Contraband, and 49th Parallel.

It is interesting to see how censorship and propaganda are
common worldwide and especially during wartime. The power
of visual media was and still is profound and the amazement at
the new medium felt by people during WWII made film
powerful in influencing and shaping public opinion.

Music and movies have been inseparable since the first
flickering images accompanied by a pianist crossed a room in
Paris in 1895. Film music is needed for its magic. It has an
emotional impact on the audience and helps them to interpret
the mood of what they are watching.

The film score system is changing. Once the preserve of large
orchestras, film soundtracks are being written by a new
generation of composers. However there still remains a place
for traditional scoring in cinema today.

I hope this gives a small insight into our research during the
project. It was an educational exercise and the project
concluded with a presentation to 115 people at the Electric
Palace on 10 January 2013.
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T
he simplicity of use of digital cameras
may be what draws people to take
photographs, but then many would like

to learn how to take better pictures.
Our group in Harrogate is a mixture of those

who have recently taken up photography as a
hobby with a digital camera, and those who have nurtured their
hobby over perhaps half a century, owning a series of cameras
from a Brownie 127 through 35 mm single lens reflex (SLR)
cameras with multiple interchangeable lenses, up to their digital
equivalents. Each has their knowledge to bring to the group,
with the SLR ‘techies’ balanced by those with an artistic eye.

We hold monthly meetings in a parish centre room with
curtained windows which allows for the use of a digital
projector linked to a laptop computer. Members email their
photographs for compilation on to a memory stick for display.

As a group of 28, we meet throughout the year (January to
November), but not in Feb when we hold a lunch. We arrange
presentations by outside speakers such as local photographers.

We encourage members to give ten-minute talks which have
included: photographing the London Marathon; putting together
a DVD of pictures with music accompaniment; producing
collages; and creating a calendar.

We hold workshops with members trying out special
techniques. For low light photography we experiment with
flash, or wider apertures, or longer exposures with tripods or
other camera support devices. 

On one occasion a member brought in his collection of
cameras and provided a practical example of the differences
between wide angle, telephoto and macro lenses, whilst also
explaining the optics of lenses and the eye.

We see images upside down and reversed left to right, but our
brains turn them the right way up. Because we focus on what is
important to us we sometimes miss problems with the picture.
This is why you have to check that there isn’t a telegraph pole
sticking out of someone’s head before you take the photograph!

We have also tackled the difficult subject of depth of field of
lenses, but the main message is to make sure that the subject is
properly in focus in the picture.

To help with inspiration, we compile an annual list of topics
which draws together members’ suggestions into broad
categories. For 2012-13 we had a long list of suggestions which
were condensed down to six broader topics (see box). This
covers the suggestions made (as an example, ‘feet’ became part
of the topic of natural history).

This list is set out on a credit card-sized card and given to
each member to remind them of the topics. These are used as
subjects throughout the year, with the resulting images
discussed at the monthly meetings.

We also have occasional outings in the spring and summer to
places in Yorkshire or further afield where we are likely to find
inspiration and get good images, such as a Himalayan style

garden in May and the Leeds West Indian Carnival in August.
At our monthly meetings we discuss photographs from

members (two images each), either as A4 (or larger) size prints
or projected on screen from digital files. Sometimes the
comments are that the picture would look better with further
editing (cropping). However it is interesting to see how often a
black and white reduction of a colour picture or a non-typical
size (letterbox style) makes a bigger impact.

Each year we put on an exhibition – at the church or in the
library – with two photographs from each member, chosen by
them from their work in the previous 12 months which they
have shown at meetings, printed and mounted at A3 size. We
have received appreciative remarks recorded in the comments
book which we review to see if there are points to pick up. 

With digital photography, members want to know about using
computer programmes to change or enhance aspects of their
photographs. We do not take the view that you should not
change a picture once it has been taken. Some of us had
experience in the darkroom and remember the tricks that could
be used there – ‘burning in’ parts of images.

Computer manipulation is a subject worthy of a separate
article. We have held demonstrations of programmes such as
Picasa and also some techniques in Photoshop, an area we
return to regularly. We archive picture files properly so they can
be seen many years hence. This is possible for black and white
images captured more than a century ago, as demonstrated by
ancient family photo albums.

As we have found with our group, photography is a
fascinating hobby with many facets, which can be explored in
U3A groups to help members create more rewarding pictures.

Bi-monthly topics for photographs

August/September: Sport/action (eg Olympic Games)

October/November: Landscapes (solitude, shadows, industry)

December/January: Creative (empty, abstract, music, light)

February/March: Natural history (the elements, feet)

April/May: Architecture (staircases, industrial)

June/July: General record (‘our generation’)

Cooperative
Learning

Keith Preece : Harrogate U3A

The group discusses some printed pictures 
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L
ast year I joined U3A and within a couple of months I
was co-opted as leader of the digital photography group.
I explained that I was not an expert in this field but like

many, I was an enthusiastic amateur, still learning and looking
for inspiration. On this basis I agreed to lead the group.

As a retired teacher, my approach has not changed much
during the years. I believe in the so-called ‘Kiss’ principle: keep
it simple and straightforward (or stupid, if you prefer). 

We meet once a month and are fortunate to have a church hall
and rooms. So far we’ve combined outdoor photoshoot
opportunities with indoor follow-up sessions where members
can ‘showcase’ their photographs to the group using laptop
computer and digital projector.

As a new group leader I felt it was important to reflect the
needs and interests expressed by the group and also encourage
members to share their experience and expertise.

For example, my interest is in micro and macro photography
so I started with a session entitled Macro Photography Made
Easy. The emphasis was on getting members to use their
existing equipment (whether it be small compact ‘point and
shoot’ cameras or more sophisticated bridge cameras and
DSLRs) without added expensive and complicated gadgetry. 

With a simple compact camera it is possible to achieve
remarkable close-up photography by using the zoom facility
and placing a small hand magnifier as a supplementary lens in
front of the camera prior to taking the picture. One step further
on from this idea is to use a small convex lens and attach it with
Blu Tack to the front of the retractable lens housing.

This doesn’t harm the camera but enables you to get close to
the subject without blurring the image and leaves you hands free
to operate the camera.

One of our most memorable events was the Northampton
U3A’s celebration of the Queen’s Jubilee with a picnic at
Northampton’s Delapre Abbey and a photographic competition
celebrating Great Britain. Since then we have undertaken a
varied programme of activities. 

At a Bring, Show And Tell meeting, members were
encouraged to discuss the relative merits and problems
associated with using different cameras. During another
meeting we demonstrated how easy it is to store and manipulate
images using free software from the internet.

One member suggested Still Life as a theme and this was
followed up with an interesting and unusual set of images at the
next monthly session.

Future events and ideas suggested by members include: using
monochrome as a photographic technique; a canal-side walk;
pub and village signs; in and around the town; street furniture;
retouching old photos; producing a themed photobook of
selected images; cloud formations; flowers; and creative things
to do with your photographs.
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Our meetings are informal and we try to include a mix of
technical and not-so-technical aspects of photography along
with plenty of practical, hands-on activity with the emphasis on
learning from each other and having fun.

This latter point I believe to be central to the overarching
purpose and spirit of U3A. 

On a more general note, we must not lose sight of the Big
Picture (no pun intended). Sometimes there is a tendency that
when you’ve found your niche, be it photography, walking,
local history, or whatever, there is a reluctance to venture
beyond your comfort zone and group.

As photographers we are not just members of a sub-group, but
part of a much larger thriving organisation which we ought to
be proud of.

For this reason, we need to be aware of what other groups
within our U3A network are doing and, if possible, promote and
enhance their activities through our photography.

The KISS Principle

Mike Gibson : Northampton U3A

Cottage In The Park

Village sign for Weedon Bec Garden Party at Delapre Abbey
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Many of us still
have boxes full

of photographs. Some of the better ones
possibly made it into an album. These
days of course they are often on a hard
drive or CD, looked at once and never
seen again.

What a waste! 
There are a number of ways that you

can let your photographs come out of the
closet and be enjoyed:

Mounted prints
Digital Photoframes
On your TV Screen
On coasters, mugs and T-shirts
As a presentation to give a U3A talk
Put them prints into an album OR

Create a Photobook

What is the difference between an
album and a photobook? Apart from the
way it is presented you can include text
and have more than one copy printed. If
you Google ‘photobooks’ you will find
sites for creating and printing books. 

In each package there is a range of
sizes and a variety of cover options and
page layouts. There is usually a
minimum price for say, 20 pages with
additional pages either priced
individually or for the next 10 or 20
pages. As a rough guide assume the cost
to be £1 per page plus postage for a 20-
page, A4-sized book with additional
pages 50p each.

Which Photobook to use?
What factors should you consider when
deciding which Photobook to use?

Do you want to work on or offline?
On some sites you upload your photos

and then work online to build the book.
For others you download the software
and work offline, uploading the book for
printing when it is complete.

These may give you the option to print
a draft before uploading – invaluable for
checking text including headings which
can have errors not spotted on screen.

Do you want your book delivered by
post or to pick it up from a store?
Some sites (http://www.tescophoto.com)
allow you to have the book delivered to a
store for you to collect (and save yourself
the postage). This may come in useful if
there are problems with the printed book.

You can check it there and then
and don’t have to find a way of
returning it.

Do you want to upload your
photos direct from an iPhone or
from Facebook? Do you want to
use Word or Adobe? Do you
want to convert it to an e-book?

Do you want to keep the book
for yourself or make it available
for anyone to see and print?

You may consider that the
book is a personal item that is not
for others’ eyes or you may feel
that after putting so much effort into it, it
would be churlish not to share the book
with others.

It may be that it is a family album
which you would like other members of
the family to have copies of.

Some sites are self-publishing sites
where you can let anyone see your book
and order it off the site while others
allow you to give limited access to
nominated individuals.

How to make a Photobook
First decide which photographs you want
to use and what sort of book you want. It
could be a record of a holiday or trip; a
wedding; a year in the life of a
grandchild; some other item of family
history; or some other story that you
want to tell.

If you want to include a fair amount of
text it is probably worth typing it in MS
Word or some other word-processing
package which will allow you to spell-
check it and print the text out to see it
before pasting sections into appropriate
places in the book. 

Choose the size and layout of the book
(e.g. landscape A4) and what sort of

cover (softcover, hardcover) you want.
Decide whether you want the same
background on all pages and choose the
ones you want from a selection available.
If in doubt keep it simple.  

Most sites are self-explanatory and
have tutorials and ‘let us do it for you’
options. Look out for offers e.g. 50% off
for this week.
tim.addison@talk21.com

The members of Risborough U3A

Photography Group have used:

Blurb www.blurb.com

Cewe www.cewe-photobook.co.uk

Snapfish www.snapfish.co.uk

Tim Addison

Risborough U3A
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U
3A Preseli was formed five years
ago and now has 100 members.
It is a welcoming diverse group

of enthusiastic, energetic people who are
willing to share their expertise and
knowledge. U3A Preseli is based in
Fishguard, Pembrokeshire and draws its
members from a wide rural area and
coastal towns.

The Camera Group is one of Preseli
U3A’s 14 activity groups. Formed in
May 2010, it has a membership of 12
enthusiastic photographers who have a
‘sliding scale’ of skill and experience in
digital photography. I turned up at the
first meeting never having owned or
even used a digital camera!

The main aim of the group is to
develop the technical knowledge and
skills required to obtain the best images
possible, not forgetting that the eye of the
photographer is most important, and at
the same time to appreciate and enjoy the
experience.

The group meets fortnightly when the
work-in-hand is discussed, and further
skills are introduced and demonstrated.

The exploration of photographic
computer programmes and software add
a new dimension to our knowledge.

Because of the variety of digital
cameras in the group, individual
mentoring has been important from the
start but group leader Tony possesses
endless patience and dedication.

The projects and group photo shoots
provide exciting challenges and much
enjoyment. These have included:
Hedgerows, Holidays, Reflections,
Winter Wonderland, People, Buildings
and a video put to music.

We all have tales to tell about our
project undertakings. I was flushed with
enthusiasm as I crouched over a cliff
edge on the Pembrokeshire Coast Path. I
just had to capture ‘that shot’ of stunning

dark rocks lashed by foaming seas.
Fearlessly I edged forward when: “Are
you alright dear?” came a wavering
voice from above.

“Do you need any help?” whispered a
second voice. I must have appeared
suicidal!

Two elderly walkers were peering
down at me concerned for my safety and
perhaps my sanity as well. Clutching my
precious camera I scrambled up to the
path with as much dignity and poise as I
could muster.

“Just photo shooting!” I proclaimed
with a nonchalant smile and strode off
trying to look as if I hung from cliff tops
every morning.

The group photo shoots have been
wonderfully varied with specific
demands. We explored Fishguard Streets
Scenes, Lower Town Harbour,
Goodwick Shoreline, Newport Beach,
Misty Porthglais, Llawhaden Castle,
Llawrenny Inlet and several seasonal
expeditions to Nant y Coy Mill.

Each photo shoot produced an amazing
variety of images. The locations are
strongly influenced by their proximity to
well-researched hostelries – sustenance
is a vital ingredient for the hardworking
inspired photographer. 

At the end of our first year we held a
group competition entitled: The Seaside.
It was judged by an independent
photographer and was our first venture in
front of  a wider audience.

While we were still riding on the crest
of a wave as it were, Tony gave a
presentation of our work to the members
of Preseli U3A at one of the monthly
meetings. It was an impressive success
and so in January 2013 we were
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Camera GroupCamera Group

honoured to repre-
sent Preseli at the
U3A Wales presen-
tation in the Welsh
Assembly.

Despite adverse
weather conditions
of snow and ice, seven members of the
group made the journey to Cardiff by
road and rail.

The exhibition of Pembrokeshire
photographs showed amazing talent and
was expertly displayed in a highly
professional manner. It won praise from
the other U3A groups and Paul Davies
AM showed great interest in the history
and development of Preseli U3A.

At present our exhibition: Vision - The
Photographer’s Eye is taking place at
Fishguard Library to much acclaim and
interest.

A huge montage entitled: Coastal DNA
and measuring 12ft by 4ft covers one
wall (pictured). It is composed of 36
abstract images (A3 colour prints). Every
member of the group is represented in the
montage and it fairly sings with vibrant
colour and imagination.

As well as the montage the exhibition
also shows a selection of each member’s
photographs that reflect the diverse
interests and imagination within the
photography group.

We are delighted that Oriel y Parc in St
Davids has invited us to hold the
exhibition there.

What’s next we wonder as we sit down
to mull it over at a celebratory lunch at
Nant y Coy!

Veronica Lippiatt: Preseli U3A



Kate Watson

Charnwood U3A

Q
uestion: why does the third

Friday of each month delight in
miserable weather? Answer:

that’s when Charnwood U3A
photography group set off on location
with cameras at the ready.

Obviously, this can be taken as a
challenge. How do we turn a grey sky

into a vibrant shot? The rain might make
a waterfall flow more freely, but what are

the chances of sliding through the mud
without damaging that new camera?

On the occasion pictured, the rain-
soaked crew had braved the elements to

travel from their Loughborough base to
two picturesque spots in Derbyshire. 

Another month, founder Malcolm

Coulton was so determined to beat the
elements that he booked a Victorian

pumping station for our sole use.
Papplewick, in Nottinghamshire, had

appeared on the BBC’s Countryfile
programme the previous week, so we

basked in the reflected glory as we tried
not to trip over each other’s tripods.

The 18-strong group was set up two
years ago and also has regular indoor
meetings with a speaker or our own

projects. These have included: 

Know your Canon/Nikon/Lumix
where camera owners get together and

go through some of their camera settings

A “lights, camera, action…” session
with borrowed spotlights and members
press-ganged into modelling

Photobooks: how to make them and
the qualities on offer

There is already a digital imaging
group in our thriving U3A and some

people belong to both. Malcolm has been
known to slip in the odd Photoshop

sleight-of-hand to see if we are
concentrating. How come nobody else
saw the Old John Folly in Bradgate Park

through that arched window…?
The more experienced of our members

belong to dedicated photography groups
outside U3A and enter photos for

competitions. Room here for lively
discussion on what makes a good photo.

It would seem some competition judges
tend to sneer at ‘photos of record’ and go

for the artistic impressions. Surely there
is room for both.
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Papplewick Pumping Station
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I
n 2011, Menter Aberteifi, a community
regeneration company based in Cardigan
set up the Over The Waves project that drew

together the rich maritime heritage of south
west Ceredigion and the Lower Teifi Valley.

Working with local communities and organisations, the
project highlighted local heritage on interpretation panels and
created heritage trails and a website dedicated to the maritime
heritage of the area. It also set up an exhibition of the work done
by the groups and organisations involved.

Cardigan is an area rich in maritime history and at the height
of its commercial activity the port of Cardigan was surpassed
only by London, Liverpool and Bristol. The smaller
surrounding villages also relied on the River Teifi for trade and
during the 18th and 19th centuries the river was the main route
of transportation for materials such as iron, tin, limestone and
coal. Barges were often used to transport goods as far as
Cardigan Bridge where they were loaded on to larger ships for
onward transmission.

Menter Aberteifi Project Officer Ann Stokoe, a supporter of
Cardigan U3A, has always recognised it as a source of untapped
talent, so in 2012 she approached the Digital Photography
Group and the Local History Group for help with the project.

Local History researched a local Maritime family and Digital
Photography was given a number of historic photographs of
Cardigan and the surrounding area which depicted various
places and activities and was asked to take up-to-date
photographs to show the changes that had occurred over time.

This was a great opportunity for the group to get out ‘in the
field’ with the Group Leader, where they learnt how to set up
and make use of the settings available on their cameras,
opposed to just turning up and using ‘automatic’.

Finding the original locations of the historic photographs
proved interesting and with only a few exceptions the group
matched them and provided up-to-date versions.

Many of the old photographs centred around Old Cardigan
Bridge and Cardigan town, but the smaller villages of Cilgerran,
Llechryd and Cenarth, which is famous for coracle building and
fishing, were also featured.

Two of the local fishing villages of Llangranog and Aberporth
which are now more famous as holiday destinations because of
their beaches were interesting but difficult locations to
photograph.

Fixing on a point that survived from the original photograph,
such as a roof or chimney, helped to set the angle of the shot.
Winter time made it easier without undergrowth and leaves to
hamper the view, although in some cases it almost proved
impossible to access the correct location due to trees and
physical changes to the area. 

It also helped that this was a rural area and one which has not
undergone major building projects. When the pictures were
developed it was clear that in some cases time had stood still. 

In late March this year an exhibition of the Dros y Tonnau
project took place in the Guildhall, Cardigan and included the
‘then’ and ‘now’ photos taken by the group.

Enlarged to 36” x 24” and mounted beside the original photos
they made a wonderful sight and provoked a lot of interest from
visitors to the exhibition, including several people who were
eager to purchase prints.

Taking part in the project was a useful photographic exercise,
which also a created a sense of community among the group.
But the overwhelming sense of pride and accomplishment,
when looking at the resulting photographs in the exhibition,
made the members feel that they had done much more than they
ever set out to do.
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Back in time through the lens

Jo Hutchins : Cardigan U3A

Then and Now: Cardigan Bridge
and the warehouses on the banks of the Teifi

Cardigan Bridge
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Can anyone help?
In the last issue John Davis of Fleet U3A asked for
identification of a picture that turned out to be
Eastbourne College in Sussex. It was requisitioned by
the Admiralty in 1940 and became HMS Marlborough;
providing essential technical training courses for Royal
Navy personnel.

John thanks the many people who responded and
(suitably impressed) has another project for us.

He writes:
Alan Turing and Bletchley Park are subjects which

feature on the U3A circuit (History, Social history,
Mathematics). What is little known is that a young
woman (Joan Clarke) was a contemporary of Turin. She
was arguably in the same rarefied ability league and
played a significant part in the results achieved.

The fact of her career there in that era must be a
watershed in the emancipation of women. Also, I
understand that she was a decent human being.

I have tried for many years to find a photo of Joan in
her late teens or early 20s to introduce her to interested
groups. Do you think that U3A Sources could help?

A biography of Joan Clarke can be found at:
http://tinyurl.com/6h2vb76

john.davis8@talktalk.net

Christine Bridson-Jones is a member of Purbeck U3A digital

photography group.This photograph was her attempt at

Capturing Movement. 

Mary Allwood : Sevenoaks U3A

I
n our Sevenoaks Handbook there are nine photography
groups listed. Five are called Digital Camera and three
concentrate on manipulation. My group is simply called

Photography and I started in the dark (pre-digital) ages of 2002.
We concentrate on taking better pictures, leaving the technical

stuff to others. Our aim is to use our eyes to spot a subject
before we even involve our cameras, though one of the rules is
to have the camera to hand – it’s not much use in your pocket or
rucksack, or worse still left at home. 

In 2002 an Art Exhibition was proposed. I asked if it could
include photography and ended up on the organising committee.
There were just two of us exhibiting photographs.

Soon after, it was suggested I start a Photography Group. I
agreed but I didn’t think anyone would be interested. I was
wrong! Three signed up and I am pleased to say that two of
them are still members.

The next year, eight more were added to the list and we have
remained a full group ever since, with some people coming and
going. There have been several more Art Exhibitions and each
time the number and quality of exhibits has improved.

We meet in different locations with our cameras and discuss
the results later. We visit exhibitions and we have a challenge
each year. In 2008 we produced a calendar of local views, each
photograph taken by a different member of the group. A
calendar was given to each member of our U3A.

In 2009 we were involved with a School Arts Project at
Ightham Mote, our local National Trust property. A group of 60,
six and seven-year-olds were given instructions on how to
‘Think, Point and Shoot’, making sure they thought about what
they wanted to take before they used the cameras. This involved
a high input from the group – and also we learnt to get back to

basics. The children were thrilled with the wonderful results and
they were displayed in an exhibition at the Mote.

Another year we photographed the same view four times to
illustrate ‘The Four Seasons’. This year we are working on
providing images for use on the new Sevenoaks U3A website,
one for each group activity.

For various reasons the photographs should not show people
who can be identified, while images from the Internet cannot be
used for possible copyright reasons. Each of us has seven
subjects to cover and it is proving interesting and difficult.

With these various groups working hard under the
Photography heading we are certain that photography is alive
and well in Sevenoaks.
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The images of Peter Matthews

Charnwood U3A Digital Imaging Group

Flamborough Head

Ted House : Pocklington & District U3A

Derwentwater

Ron Benfield : Welwyn/Hatfield U3A
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